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How are Angela Merkel and Emmanuel Macron 
different from other leaders of countries?

Notable Characteristics Search

Given a knowledge graph G ∶ ⟨V, E, φ, ψ⟩, V nodes, E ⊆
V×V edges, ,: . ↦ ℒ,1: 2 ↦ ℒ labeling functions

Input: 
• a query of seed entities 3 ⊂ . on a knowledge graph G
• a similarity function σ ∶ V	×	28 → 	ℝ	
• a discrimination function ; ∶ 	<×2=×2= → 	ℝ>?

Find the notable characteristics

Leaders of country like Emmanuel Macron and 
Angela Merkel

are usually male 
have kids
studied law 
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1. How can we easily find such notable characteristics 
without reading the articles? 

2. How can we find other presidents like Merkel and Macron? 

Our solution 
Given seed nodes (entities)
1. Discover context nodes given seed nodes
2. Compare the distributions of attributes/edges of the context 

nodes given the seed

Naïve solutions
1. Direct comparison of the nodes in the seed à Not having kids is 

not notable
2. Comparing with all nodes in the graph à Male and Female are 

equally distributed 

Find context nodes

1. Weighted Random Walk with 
Restart @ = BCD@ + 1 − B H 
from seed nodes

2. Skew the distribution towards 
infrequent labels 

3. Find metapaths starting from 
seed nodes I	 to any other 
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Compare distributions

For each edge label and each
attribute in context and seed
1. Compute the distribution of

values
2. Compute the histogram on the

number of distinct values
3. Compare the probability that a 

distribution in the seed is
drawn from the context
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4. Return the labels with low
probability

Context

Query

Knowledge graph

not all males
no kids
no law studies
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Comparison with RWR Time

Two orders of magnitude faster

Test cases

Davide Mottin, Bastian Grasnick , Axel Kroschk , Patrick Siegler , Emmanuel Mul̈ler.
Notable Characteristics Search through Knowledge Graphs. EDBT 2018. https://hpi.de//mueller/notable.html

Datasets: YAGO (knwledge graph) and LinkMDB (movie graph), Baseline: Biased RandomWalk


